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SOME ASSOCIATED FUNCTIONS WITH 
GEVREY-TYPE SEQUENCES AND 

TEMPERED ULTRADISTRIBUTIONS

Young Sik Park

1. Introduction

In this article we investigate associated functions with Gevrey -type 
sequences and the space of tempered ultradistributions of which test 
fanction space is defined by a certain sequencenof positive numbers.

The Beurling type spaces have been defined and studied by Bj6rck[3] 
in terms of a weight function 3 : t [0,8)under some assump
tions. Roumieu[16517] has also given ultradistribution theory in which 
growths of derivatives of test functions are restricted by means of cer
tain sequences.

The associated function M on [0,oo), defined by a Gevrey-type 
sequence {Mk} satisfying some conditions, corresponds to a weight 
function 3. We define some locally convex spaces by inductive limit 
or projective limit of Banach spaces which are defined by means of 
Gevrey-type sequences. We also consider the space of ultradistribu
tions of class Mk and of Beurling type(resp. Roumieu type). We 
define the space Nk) with the inductive limit topology and we 
study a number of properties of the space S(Mk、Nk\ We can identify 
the space with the space S%： [5,11,17] in a natural way.

The elements of the dual space of the space 妇 MQ
are called tempered ultradistributions. Consequently we have Dm C 
S(Mk)Mk) C Sm、where Dm and Sm a호e the Beurling spaces[3]. Since 
Dm is dense in Sm, S. C S\Mk,Mk\
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2. Associated functions

Let {Mk}^ k £ N眼 be & sequence of positive numbers which satisfies 
some of the following conditions:

(M.l)M心妇 M+i, MV；
(M.2)There are constants K > 0 and H > 1 such that

Mk < KHk min M[Mk-i土 € M； 
0</<Jt

(M.3) There is a constant K > 0 such that

立 쓰1泌普, keN.

'스，Mi 泌+】

(M.2)/ There are constants K > 0 and H > 1 such that 

Mk+1<KH^Mk,kEN0-

(m.3)/ 2云1 씈m < 8.

Clearly (M.3) => (M.3)/ and (M.2) (M.2)/. The inverse statements
are not true in general. We note that if 5 > 1 the Gevrey sequence 
Mk = (A:!)s or kks satisfies the above conditions.

DEFINITION 2.1. For each sequence {Mk}, k E oi positive num
bers, we define functions and > 0) associated with
the sequence {Mk} as follows:

十k m
M(t) = sup In 一河으) M(0) = 0, 

k Mk
(2.1)

(2-2)

(+、 tkM09(i) = sup——, 
k Mk

(2-3)

Under the same condition we define a sequence {肱£}：

Mg = Mo sup----- 77777, k € M.
t>o exp M(t)

(2-4)
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If there is a constant C > 0 su사i that M()Ck < Mk then M(t) is an 
increasing concave function in Inf which vanishes for sufficiently small 
t > 0 and increases more rapidly than In tk for any k; as t tends to 
infinity. It is well known that a sequence {Mk} of positive numbers 
satisfies (M.l) if and only if Mk = k E Nq The sequence 

fc G -/Vo, is the maximum of all sequences which satisfy Mq = 
Mo,< Mk and (M.l). We have the following theorem by the 
Denjoy-CaHeman Theorem:

THEOREM 2.1. If {Mk > 0} satisfies (M.l), then the following con
ditions are equivalent:

(1) e邕 쓰m < 8(=(心)/).

(2) C{Mk} is not quasi-analytic.
(3) 當 匝 如宿뉴 < oo.
(4) JT 쓰응也 < oo.
(5) 】《、(金)* <8.

(6) 쁘务 <。。.

THEOREM 2.2. If {Mk > 0} satisfies (M.l), then the following in
equalities hold:

Mk-tMi < MqMjcj (I = 0,1,fc) and
< (禦(z = 0,1,...,幻. (2'5) 

iWi

Proof. We shall show first inequalities by induction. If k = 0)E = 1 
or A: = 2, then they are clear. Suppose that Mn-iMi < MoMn hold 
for E = 丁知(Z = 0丄 …，n). We shall show that M(“+i)— IMiMq < 
Mu hold for k = n + 1,(Z = 0,1, * • • , n + 1). If / = 0, then it 
is clear. By hypothesis,i-iMi-1 < MqM-h (I = 1, • • • ,n + 1). 
Multiplying both sides we obtain <

Since 으气%丁 > 1, we have < MQMn+1 ((=()」,••・,

n + 1). For the second inequalities, Mi < (醫)* 'Mk and Mk-i M 

(碧赤 imply the inequality.
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Proposition 2.3 [14, Lemma 1.10]. If {Mk > 0} satisfes (M.l), 
then the following inequality holds.

M(5 +t)< M{2s) + M(2t), 5,t>0. (2.6)

Proof. By using 2n = £；=()nCk and < 虹竺部「we can prove 
the inequaEty

exp(Af(5 + t)) < exp(M(2s) + M(2t)).

Hereafter we assume that the sequence {Mk} always satisfies (M.l). 
Condition (M.l) is equivalent to saying that the sequence
k E is increasing. We define m(t) = sup{人；€ 7Vo|mjb < t). Then 
*但=农스e绿 < t amLm砰 I >

M(t) =「业)一 ds (2.7)
Jo S

(Roumieu[16, p.65], Komatsu[8, p.5이).

PROPOSITION 2.4. The sequence {Mk > 0} satisfies (M.2)l if and 
only if there are constants K > Q and H > 1 such that

m(t)> 쁴흐씌, t>0. (2.8)
In H

In this case, we have for any t > K > 0,

M(t) - M(K) < *(("t/K))2 (2.9)
Zlnii

Proof, We can prove it similarly as proof of Proposition 3.4[8]. We 
have the following theorem by Petzsche([4, Lemma 1.4]),
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THEOREM 2.5. If Mk > 0, A; G Nq, satisfies (M.l), then the follow
ing inequalities are equivalent :

(a) There are constajits K > 0 and H > 1 such that

Mk < KHkMrMSy r, € Nq^ r + s = A:.

(b) M2k < KHkMl， keNQ.
(b) f 쟈=卩住匕 < KHkMk, k e M.
(c) m(t) > 点(M(t) - In(KMo)), t > 0.
(c) f m(t) > In(KMk)), k e JV0, > 0
(d) For every L > 1,

M(Lt) > (1 + 2万)M(f) - ln(KMo)]n矿 7 2 0.

(e) 2M(t) < M(Ht) + In(KMo), t > 0.

Proof. We can±nd arprooFof 仙沪A (切=> «沪今*1)= (e) => (히 也 
[4, Lemma 1.4]. (b)《> (b)/ and (c) <=> (c)/ are clear.

Proposition 2.6 [8, Lemma 3.5]. Suppose that {Mk > 0} and 
{M£ > 0} are sequences satisfying (MA). Denote by Af(t) and M'(Z) 
their associated functions and by m(t) and mz(i) the logarithmic deriva
tives of M(t) and Then

Nk = : i + J = e IV사,k E Nq

is also a sequence of positive numbers satisfying (M.l) and its asso
ciated function N(t) and the logarithmic derivative n(t) of N(t) are 
given by

n(t) = m(t) + m'(t) (2.10)

N(t) = M(t) + (2.11)

Proof. Nk = No mini4-J=jt{mi, •--知, m7/} and njt = 
We rearranging the set S = , mj、m】/, nW、• • ,

), in the order of growth. Say 门 < r^. < ••- < rjt < • • < where 
r3 G S, j = 1,2, •■- ,2fc.

Then we have njt < rjt < < 以k E N. Hence {Nk}
satisfies (M.l) and (2.10) holds. Integrating (2.10) we obtain (2.11).
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PROPOSITION 2.7. Let {Mk > 0}, k E No, be a sequence satisfying 
(M.l), There exist positive constants K > 0,丑 > 1 such that

Mk < KHkNk, keN0 (2.12)

where Nk — , if and only if

+ ln(NoK2)] (2.13)
£

Proof. If (2.12) holds, then we have

N(t) = sup In 以으 < sup In 卯辭嶠 = ；皿(]\恥0) + N(Ht)]. 
k M k 2

Conversely,

Nk = M 當 느丽 2 M sup mn乙;:3N成)

1 " tk 
= m Mo sup----- - r-
KHk «>o expM(t)

Mk 
_ KHk

Hence Mk < KHkNk.

Definition 2.8 [8]. Let {Mk > 0} and {Nk > 0} be sequences 
satisfying(M.l).

We write C M if there are constants K and H such that

Mk < KHkNk, keN0 (2.14)

PROPOSITION 2.9. Let {Mk > 0}, k G No, be a sequence satisfying 
(M.l). Let Nk = minz+j=k{MtM3},k e No. If N(t) < 扣V(Ht) + 
ln(2V0Jf2)] for some constants K > 0 and H > 1, then Mk C Nk.

Proof. Clear by Proposition 2.7.

DEFINITION 2.10 [8]. Let {Mk > 0} and {Nk > 0) be sequences 
satisfying(M.l). We write Mk Y Nk if for any H > 0 there is a constant 
K such that M& < KH*N幻 k E No.
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PROPOSITION 2.11. Let {Mk > 0} be a. sequence satisfying (M.l).
Nk = 3=kk G JVq. Then Mk Y M if and only if

for 히” H > Q there is a constant K such that M(t) < +
InK, 0 < t < cxd.

Proof. Clear.

3. Ultradifferentiable functions

Let {Affc), k € Nq ,be a sequence of positive numbers satisfying (M.l) 
and (M.3)/. An infinitely differentiable function f on an open set Q m 
R" is called an ultradifferentiable function of class M* and of Beurling 
type (resp. Roumieu type) if on each compact set K in Q its derivatives 
are estimated by

<(*1이妈司, I이 = 0,1,2, … ,

for every h > 0 and C = (7(A) > 0 (resp. for some h > 0 and 
C > 0) depending on f. An ultradifferentiable function of class Mk and 
of Beurling type(resp. Roumieu type) is called an ultradifferentiable 
function of class (Mk) (resp. [Mk]) for short.

DEFINITION 3.1. Let K be a compact set in J?n, let {Mk} be a 
sequence of positive numbers and let > 0 We denote by D(K; Mk, h) 
the space of all f G C°°(JJn) with support in K which satisfies (3.1).

\\f\\K,Mk,h = sup 쓰]《패 < 8 (3.1)

Clearly D(K; AR K) is a Banach space under the norm (3.1.)

PROPOSITION 3 2. If h < r and K CC L, then the in시usicm map
pings

D(K；MkE)—TD(K;Mk/\

D(K；M—D(LMh)

are compact operators

Proof. We can find a proof in Komatsu[8, p41].
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DEFINITIONS.3. Let K be a compact set in Bn and let Q be an 
open set in As locally convex spaces we define :

D{K-(M*)) = proj lim D(K; Mk,丄)， (3.2)
n—*oo 71

D(a-,Mk,h) = ind lim D(K;Mk,h) (3.3)
KUU 요

D(Q;(Mjt)) = proj lim —) (3.4)
n—*-oo Tl

D(K; [Mk]) = ind lim D(K- 坯, 끼 (3.5)
n—+oo

Z>(Q; [Mk]) = ind lim D(K;Mk,n), (3.6)
KUUQ
n—n3o

Theorem 3.4.」D(K;(MQ) is an (FS)-space, D(K；
[Mjfc]) and 2?(£2; [Mk]) are (DFS)-spaces and Z>(Q; (Mr)) is a (DLFS)- 
spa.ce.

Proof. We call a locally convex space X an (LFS)-space ((DLFS)- 
space) if it is the strict inductive (projective) limit of a sequence of 
(FS)-spaces ((DFS)-spaces). By the Proposition 3.2 the theorem is 
clear.

Remark.

D(Mk\Q) = uid 櫻qD(K;(MQ)

=ind Ji% [proj lim D(K; Mj、砌

is an (LFS)-space (Komatsu[8], p44). We assume that {Mk} satis
fies (M.l) and (M.3)/. We denote by (Mk)) (resp/'(Q; [A/对)) 

the strong dual of ZJ(Q;(Affc)) (resp.Z)(Q; [M对)). The elements of 
D'(Q; (Afjt)) (resp.D^Q; [Mk])) are called ultradistributions of clss Mk 
of Beurling type (resp. Roumieu type) or of class (Mk) (resp. [Mk]) 
for short.
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THEOREM 3.5. Let {Mk}^k € 7V0, be a sequence satisfying (M.l). 
If f E D(K] Mk, h), then its Fourier-Laplace transform

•/(0 =巧(C = / •&)€**>北 

JRn

is an entire function on Cn which satisfies the following estimate

Lf(CI do|K||Lf||expHK(0/q(早)， (3.7)

where Hk(S) = supxe^ Im < >, \K\ is the Lebesgue measure of
K and |j/jj is the norm of f in D(K; M*)h).

Conversely, if 
feL^expM^dQ (3-8)

tl
for some h > 0, then its inverse Fourier transform

J3)= = (2*L [化殖<*>火

JRn

is an ultradifierentiable function on R" which satisfies

sup |Z)a六圳《c”에肱I이, 同 =0,1,2, … (3.9)
xERn

Proof. The proof is similar to [8, Lemma 3.3].

Let {Mk > 0} and {Nk〉0}』£ N), be two sequences satisfying 
(M.l), (M.2) and (M.3)/. We define for A〉B £ N,

S(K;Mk,Nk,A,B) = {fe C^R^suppf C K and \\f\\6,p < 00) 
(3.10) 

a p = 1)公土…, 
where

II r|| _ ____________|K)叮(圳________ f )
에M-勢命寄网万和卸瓦兩 (.

S(Q;M,M) = md lim S(K;Mk,Nk,A,B) (3.12)
KUUQ
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Then S(K; Afjt, A, B) is a Frechet space.
We denote by S(J?n; Mjt, Nk) = shortly. We define, for

multi-indices 7 = (71, , 7n) and $ = (&,・•・,6n),

S(%$) = {/G C°°(Bn);/satisfies(P)) : (3.13)

\xaD^f(x)\ < (財이以이시지财吧 (P)

where A, B, C are certain positive constants which depend on the func
tion f. For A: = 0, the expression 剧지" is considered to equal 1. For 
given A > Q and B > 0, we define

S(7 -A,6-B) = {fe S(7,6) : /satisfies(Q)) : (3.14)

For every e > 0,p > 0,there exists C€p constant such that

< &(处 + e)l이(B + 시시%I邪 (Q)

We define topology in. the space S(x — Ay6 — B} by the system of norms

叮”% = zS (4 + + 끼<91 이0 (e,p = 1,2,3,'")

(3.15) 
If V A.2 ? By V B2)then S(g — A±, 8 — B]) U S(丁 一 A.2,8 — B危)and. 
the include mapping is continuous.

We define

S(丁0)=弟d lim S(t — &6 - B) (3.16)
>00

If Mk = 斜이, Nq = q「이이' 州 > 1 and |S| > 1, then for S； defined in 
[1 기 and for 九 = 1, S； = S(% 8),

THEOREM 3.6. The inductive limit space S(Mk、Nk) can be iden
tified with the space S#： with the topology defined by means of the 
norms:

皿再=勢舛歸*為,A,心 (3.17)
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Proof. Obvious.

The dual of S(Mk，Nk) is the space of tempered ultradistributions 
denoted by
이If the sequences {Mk} and {Nk} satisfy (M.l), (M.2) 

and (M.3)/ then by Gel/fand[5], p254 or Roumieu [17] or Pathak [11] 
we know that the Fourier transform from S(Mk〉Nk) to S(Nk)Mk) is 
an isomorphism and hence the Fourier transform from S(Mk^Mk) onto 
itself is an automorphism.

For u € ATfc), the Fourier transform of u is defined to be the 
element u such that the Parseval relation

(27r)n<uJ> (3.18)

holds, where f £ S(Mk)Nk) and f = Ff G S(Nk)Mk\ We denote by 
u = F(u). By Roiimieu[17] we have the following theorem

THEOREM 3.7. The Fourier trajisform F : —>
Mk) is an isomorphism and the Fourier transform F : Mk)—>

is an automorphism.

We can easily see that Dm C C Sm、where Dm is the
Beurling space [3]. Since Dm is dense in Sm、이m U MQ.
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